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Executive Summary 

Chemical movement within forest ecosystems involves chemical uptake and retention by biota, which retards chemical 
movement to fresh waters. Disturbances to ecosystems which involve killing of forest vegetation or disrupting soil 
chemical flow pathways initially disrupt this uptake and retention of chemicals by vegetation or soil microbes or normal 
chemical interactions with soil particles, resulting in altered chemical fluxes to fresh waters. Fresh water chemical fluxes 
have decreased or increased to variable extents, or have remained unaffected by disturbances, depending on the chemical 
and the effects of the disturbance on the factors controlling fresh water chemistry. Because of this great variation in 
effects, it is necessary to understand how a disturbance influences the factors controlling freshwater chemistry if one is to 
manage a disturbance in such a way as to minimize any adverse effects of that disturbance on freshwater chemistry. 
Major disturbances to forest ecosystems included in this review are forest harvesting, wildfire, fire suppression chemicals, 
insects, disease organisms, and herbicide applications. The characteristic common to all disturbances is that they alter 
chemical flows in a watershed. This review initially focuses on forest harvesting then discusses other disturbances and 
how their effects differ from, or are similar to, those of forest harvesting. Chemicals considered are both solutes and 
dissolved oxygen. 
Mechanisms by which forest ecosystems influence freshwater chemistry are initially disrupted by forest harvesting, which 
alters chemical fluxes in variable ways, depending upon the chemical and the effects of harvesting on the factors 
controlling freshwater chemistry. These factors are – geological weathering, precipitation and climate, terrestrial 
biological processes, physical-chemical reactions in the soil, and physical, chemical, and biological processes within 
aquatic ecosystems – for dissolved solutes, and atmospheric pressure, water temperature and flow, dissolved ion content, 
aquatic plant respiration, chemical oxidation, organic matter decomposition, and presence of surface ice or sediment on 
the streambed for dissolved oxygen. Other important factors include the extent of the watershed impacted, the presence of 
buffer strips, the nature of the treatment given to a watershed following harvesting, soil fertility, soil buffering capacity, 
and the abundance of large water bodies in a watershed. Forest fire impacts on freshwater chemistry are controlled by 
similar factors with fire characteristics being another important factor. Relatively few studies have assessed the impacts of 
insects or tree pathogens on freshwater chemistry, but it is considered that these impacts will depend on similar factors to 
those influencing forest harvesting impacts. The impacts of chemicals applied to forests (fire retardants or suppressants, 
herbicides, fertilizers) depend on the – type of chemical used, quantity of chemical applied, method of application, 
weather at the time of application, weather following the application, season of application, soil characteristics, ability of 
the aquatic ecosystem to utilize the added chemicals, size of the impacted water body, and location of the application in 
relation to the water body. 
Despite this complexity, it can be concluded that –  
1. An increase in nitrification following many disturbances is one of the most important determinants of post-disturbance 
freshwater chemistry. 
2. Northern hemisphere temperate deciduous hardwood forests are likely to exhibit greater chemical flux changes after 
forest harvesting than temperate coniferous forests;  
3. Deforestation with herbicides is likely to cause relatively greater chemical changes than deforestation without 
herbicides.  
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4. Deforestation-caused changes in freshwater chemical loading are usually short lived, particularly for nitrogen – 
generally up to 7 years, but usually considerably less. Base cation changes may occur for more than 10 years, however. 
5. Deforestation resulting from forest fire, insects, or tree pathogens will have similar effects on freshwater chemistry as 
those resulting from forest harvesting. 
6. Forest harvesting may impair chemical water quality both for drinking (elevated Fe and Mn concentrations) and aquatic 
life (elevated Fe and lowered dissolved oxygen concentrations). 
7. Forest harvesting followed by prescribed burning has a greater impact on freshwater chemistry than does forest 
harvesting alone. 
8. Fertilizer applications to forests may impact freshwater chemistry substantially, impairing its quality for drinking 
(elevated NO3 concentrations if NO3-containing fertilizers are used). Fertilization with urea has not been shown to impair 
water quality. 
9. Fire retardant applications to forests may impact freshwater chemistry substantially, impairing its quality for aquatic life 
(elevated NH3 concentrations resulting from breakdown of  NH4 in higher pH waters). 
10. Herbicide applications may cause substantial increases in freshwater chemical, particularly NO3, concentrations. 
11. Herbicide concentrations in surface waters have sometimes exceeded permissible levels, but high concentrations tend 
to be short lived and generally occur shortly after application.  
 


